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dear reader, after a full life-time of using windows xp, i found something new today. it seems that there is a new gpt format of windows 7 and windows 8.1 and later. the format can be created even from windows xp using the third party tool named diskpart. well, it is a matter of fact that they are giving an option to make a gpt disk as
default. so if you have a disk, or maybe a partition of disk that can not be managed by windows disk management, you can still use this tool to make a gpt partition. in fact, the gpt disk also can be handled by windows xp 32 bit as well as windows 7 32 and 64 bit. however, it is a fact that windows xp 32 bit cannot create or manage gpt disk
as default. that is because the driver has not been updated for supporting such disk as default, though you can use third-party software to do the job. 1) create new disk that will be managed as gpt disk. 2) create 2 partitions. 3) use diskpart to create the first partition as non-protective partition. 4) use diskpart to create the second partition
as protective partition. in one system, user was connecting a gpt disk to a windows 10 64-bit. the disk was partitioned as gpt, but the disk was not working. user tried to open the drive and display the partition table and was unable to do so. the disk was working and was not physical damage. he had a motherboard with a gpt sata disk (that
is not the same as gpt disk). in another system, user was connecting a windows 8 64-bit to a gpt sata disk. user tried to open the disk and was unable to do so. this error makes the gpt disk inaccessible or invisible to the operating system. this is because the operating system cannot locate the gpt protective partition and cannot access the

data stored on the disk. this is a common reason why windows cannot access the gpt protective partition.
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users who can not see the disk from the disk management tool are only limited to using the operating system, which can read the disk. at this time, there is no solution to see the disk, and it is invisible.
users will not be able to use the disk management tool. however, the disk is working, but is not visible in the disk management tool. the disk is plugged to a windows 32-bit or 64-bit computer. note:

before you start with steps, make sure that your external or built-in hard disk was properly installed. it is also advisable that you backup your important data before resizing the partition. the following
steps assume that you have selected a hard disk that is not mounted (but it can be mounted later if needed). you should not select any partitions, but instead select custom size to create the maximum
possible size for the entire disk. it is advisable to leave a good amount of space (up to 200mb) on the disk for windows. the command prompts a message informing you that the drive will be formatted.
you will need to confirm the message. after this, the formatting process begins. after the process is complete, you can check your gpt disk using diskpart tool from command prompt. you can get more

information about the tool from this microsoft knowledge base article: diskpart. it is recommended to convert the drive to mbr first because the data recovery software diskgenius will work most
effectively and efficiently with such conversion. you can convert the partition table from gpt to mbr by using a third-party utility. to do this, you need to install winre recovery software. to do this, you
need to download the winre from microsoft. the entire process is very simple and easy to perform. the winre software is a free version of the windows recovery environment. all you need to do is to

install the program, then launch it and follow the instructions. 5ec8ef588b
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